ARGUS acquire

PRODUCT INFORMATION

Finding the right deals
is only the beginning —
build a faster, leaner
acquisitions team.
Enable your team to efficiently construct sound
financial models, pitch winning deal strategies, and
meet capital deployment targets with ARGUS Acquire.

KEY BENEFITS

Build a high-performing
acquisitions team.

Leverage the power of
ARGUS Enterprise (AE).

Give your team the tools and insights
they need to efficiently build, assess,
and execute on pipeline.

Seamlessly link deals to AE
models stored in ARGUS Cloud
so you can import model KPIs
and get a comprehensive view of
your deal.

Streamline deal and
model management.
Leverage configurable team workflows
and “what-if analysis” on your deals to reach
new heights of efficiency and consistency.

Get a bird’s-eye view
on your team’s progress.

Gain oversight on
your team’s deals.
MANAGEMENT
LANDING PAGE

Access your pipeline
anytime, anywhere.
With a cloud-based app, you
enjoy automatic updates with
continuous deployment.
ACQUISITIONS
TEAM ACTIVITY

Understand your pipeline from the topdown, with the ability to view all of your
team’s deals on one landing page.
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Drive efficiency
in every part of
your process.
Understand the health of your
pipeline at a glance
•

See all the team’s deals on a flexible landing page,
grouped by custom status.

•

Rapidly understand and manage performance with
at-a-glance pipeline metrics.

•

Visualize where the value lies in your pipeline, so you
know if your capital deployment target is at risk. Judge
the urgency of opportunity screening easily.

Track deal status easily and efficiently
•

Anyone on the team can see an up-to-date status on
any deal, at any time.

•

Drill down into a specific deal’s tasks for more detail on
the work that remains to close and any obstacles that
must be overcome.

•

Store all closed deals in Acquire for an internal comps
database that is leaner and smarter than combing
through spreadsheets in a shared drive.

With ARGUS Cloud, store and pull AE files for easy
collaboration between ARGUS Acquire and AE.

ARGUS acquire

Identify and manage deal risk
•

Get visibility into the models being developed to
ensure that the right strategies are being modelled.

•

Highlight risks and opportunities in a deal.

AE files

ARGUS CLOUD

25% off

Save when you sign up before 2019.

AE files

ARGUS Enterprise

®

Contact your representative for details.
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